The different room fragrances by Linari
Brightness and Endurance – The top notes of this opulent floral fragrance
creation is composed of fruity orange, leafy green, aldehyde and ozonic
accord. The bright floral heart notes scintillate with frangipani, jasmine, ylangylang, rose and lily of the valley. The glamourous base is dominated by
aromatic sandalwood, amber and cedarwood that is accompanied by a soft
accord of carnation. Flacon: deep-black glass, cap: matt black wooden lid

Style and Opulence – Fruity accords of fresh mango, juicy tangerine and
blackcurrant merge with the floral opulence of Turkish rose petals and French
cyclamen. These are silkily flattered by the seductive and subtle woody notes
of Iso-E super and cashmere wood. The multifarious base note is determined
by a delicate bouquet of Atlas cedar, musk, Haitian vetiver and a soft touch of
powdery tonka beans.

Affectionate and delicate – Amarena combines the gentle scent of cherry
blossom with accents of grapefruit, apple, plum and pineapple. The heart note
has a floral bouquet of orange blossom, jasmine and lily of the valley. It has a
woody base note of cedar and sandalwood and is perfectly rounded with
vanilla, almond and musk. Flacon: velvet-covered flacon, cap: brushed
aluminium cap

Devotion and Intimacy - Seductive oriental composition with a distinctive
amber note and spicy hesperidic accords – gently surrounded by a glamorous
floral heart note of rose, heliotrope and jasmine. The perfect interaction of
white Texan cedar and sensual sandalwood, a flattering elegant note of fine
vanilla rounds off the impassionate character of this unique scent creation.

Clarity and Harmony - "Avorio" overwhelms through a delicate floral bouquet
of Turkish rose, jasmine and lily of the valley with a radiant fruity note of fresh
bergamot, juicy grapefruit and sun-ripened orange. Accents of vanilla and
moss are flattered by patchouli and musk. A pleasant and pure fragrance
experience with a unique timeless radiance. Flacon: translucent glass, cap:
maplewood

Transparency and Energy - Fresh and crystal clear as morning dew. "Calla"
combines the aromatic warmth of black tea leaves with the radiant liveliness
of fresh grapefruit and orange with a touch of peach. A delicate element of
sandalwood and jasmine rounds off the elegant harmony. Flacon: decorated
glass bottle, cap: high-gloss white lacquered wooden lid

Transparency and Energy - Fresh and crystal clear as morning dew. "Calla"
combines the aromatic warmth of black tea leaves with the radiant liveliness
of fresh grapefruit and orange with a touch of peach. A delicate element of
sandalwood and jasmine rounds off the elegant harmony. Flacon: opaque
satin glass, cap: wenge wood

Beauty and Fascination - The glittering of the midnight skies joins with the
warmth of cedar notes and the irresistible chords of rosewood. Fresh accents
of bergamot, sweet tangerine and galbanum harmonize with the sensual
characteristics of the balm musk notes. Flacon: black amethyst glass, cap:
zebrano wood
Balance and Dedication - The infatuating freshness of a radiant summer
meadow and the chords of ripe lemons, with a juicy green nuance, unite to
create a distinct yet unmistakable light breeze. Underlying notes of delicate
amber and musk sensually intertwine the senses. Flacon: graduated mirror
glass, cap: multiplex birch
Innocence and Sobriety - The distinctive creation of delightful lily of the valley,
rose, carnation and jasmine unites with a ravishing topnote of luscious
bergamot, citrusy accents, cassis, grapefruit and galbanum. The delicate scent
structure is based on a sensuous accord of white musk in combination with a
noble basenote of sweet santal, tonka, vanilla and cinnamon bark.

Luxuriance and Delicacy - The brilliant, fruity-floral top notes are based on
accords of melon, fresh peach, splashy bergamot and leafy notes. The
iridescence heart notes captivate a sophisticated bouquet of rosewood and
gentle floral accords of jasmine, orchid, lily of the valley and tagetes. The longlasting natural character of the base notes are determined by spicy amber and
musk that are intertwined by accords of oak moss and Atlas cedarwood.
Flacon: white glass flacon, cap: matt black wooden lid

Richness and Singularity - The enticingly vibrating top notes of Calabrian
bergamot, black pepper and luscious Comorian ylang-ylang merge with a
mystical bouquet of fizzy black currant, Indian jasmine, carnation and
seductive orchid. The inimitably lavish base notes are irradiated by aromatic
patchouli, enchanting sandalwood notes and spicy Tahiti vanilla. Flacon: grey
metallic glass flacon, cap: matt black wooden lid

Complexity and Relaxation – A radiant creation of red berries, sweet fennel
and Calabrian bergamot that is perfectly balanced by a complex balsamicsweet bouquet of aromatic guaiac resin, nutmeg, enchanting stephanotis and
subtle woody amyris. The sensual base is dominated by woody-spicy notes of
amber, labdanum, cedar wood, gurjun balm and earthy patchouli that is
accompanied by a powdery-sweet note of musk.

Charisma and Agility - Sensual delicate composition of exquisite cedar wood,
smoky leather and opulent sandalwood, which unite with the fruity-fresh
notes of wild orchids, jasmine, pineapple and modern musk to an entity of
perfection. Flacon: precious ruby glass, cap: wenge wood

Ease and Passion - A ravishing intoxication of sensuality with a clear and
infatuating bouquet of sparkling freshness of bergamot, rounded off with the
warmth of sandalwood and the translucent aromatic herbal accent of cayenne
pepper. A radiant luminous composition that seduces the senses. Flacon:
opaque satin glass, cap: wenge wood

Brilliance and Liveliness - Luminous and pure like spring water, uniting soft
green notes of bergamot and jasmine in a sensually vibrant freshness that is
brilliantly surrounded by fine accords of musk and cedarwood base notes.
Flacon: graduated golden glass, cap: multiplex dark

Emotion and Warmth - "Malva" is a never ending firework of the delicate scent
of green figs and bergamot. Nutmeg and wild raspberry unite together with
them creating a sensuous chorus. The smooth, gentle scent of cedar creates
the distinctive sophisticated character. Flacon: opaque satin glass, cap: wenge
wood

Nativeness and Recreation - A wave of fascinating freshness of aromatic mint
arrives with fruity notes of cassis, bergamot and white peach, surrounded by
the fine accent of star anise. A glamorous floral impression of Syrian jasmine,
lily of the valley, ylang-ylang and freesia form the heart note, which is
surrounded by the discerning accord of rosewood. The harmonious depth of
white musk, finest sandalwood and vetiver create the base note. Flacon: velvetcovered flacon, cap: brushed aluminium cap

Balance and Dedication - The infatuating freshness of a radiant summer
meadow and the chords of ripe lemons, with a juicy green nuance, unite to
create a distinct yet unmistakable light breeze. Underlying notes of delicate
amber and musk sensually intertwine the senses. Flacon: graduated mirror
glass, cap: multiplex birch

Solemnity and Spiciness - Vibrant Christmassy notes of Italian almonds and
luscious oranges are flattered by fine accords of aldehyde. A bouquet of
aromatic carnation, fresh lilac, freesia and jasmine build to a spicy-floral heart
note. Finest Madagascan vanilla, cinnamon and a touch of white musk round
off the base to a sensual Christmas dream. Flacon: velvet-covered flacon, cap:
brushed aluminium cap

Silkiness and Attraction – Fresh citric notes of tangy bergamot, delicate
Andalusian orange, juicy Calabrian lemon and neroli softly envelop the radiant
green tea accord, accompanied by a hint of green galbanum and spicy
oregano. The heart note captivates a well-orchestrated floral bouquet of
Turkish rose, Provencal violet, Indian jasmine, ylang-ylang and osmanthus. The
base note scintillates with white musk, accords of amber and aromatic Atlas
cedar.

Desire and Eternity - Crystal clear with the purity of the deep blue ocean and
the tart-fruity nuance of bergamot, pink grapefruit and lime, surrounded by
tender fragrance of the ocean. Fine accents of orris and tonka round off the
radiant freshness. Flacon: black amethyst glass, cap: zebrano wood

Indulgence and Sophistication - Together with the aromatic freshness of
bergamot, finely balanced warm spicy notes of lavender, clary sage and Ceylon
cardamom build to an elegant and expressively modern scent structure. The
interaction of white-floral accords is accompanied with distinctively soft
rosewood. A rich note of warm musk and powdery tonka emphasise the
mystical sensuality. Flacon: velvet-covered flacon, cap: brushed aluminium cap

Depth and Intoxication - An oppulent, fruity bouquet of fresh lime, Asian
tangerine, juicy lemon and cassis is accompanied by an olfactory firework of
green tea leaves, aromatic plum, nutmeg and a touch of jasmine. The base
note surprises with tonka and a spicy interaction of sandalwood and Lebanon
cedar, a warm musky accord and guaiac.

Intimacy and Inspiration - The fast evolving note of supreme Madagascan
vanilla joins a stimulating green accord, fruity tangerine, fresh bergamot and
the spicy notes of finest lavender. The floral heart note surprises with rose and
lily of the valley, entwined with accents of anise and a delicious aroma of fig.
Woody notes of sensual santal and cedar merge with white musk and amber,
resulting in a woody-leathery base note bound by fine accords of Indonesian
patchouli and cinnamon. Flacon: velvet-covered flacon, cap: brushed
aluminium cap

Crispness and Lucidity – A bouquet of vibrant magnolia blossoms, red
peppercorns and citric aromas of pink grapefruit, sun-ripened mandarin and
Calabrian bergamot radiates maritime finesse. The heart note is a sun-fresh
composition of fruity cassis notes merged with the delicate floral aspects of
orange blossom, ylang-ylang and rose oil. Sensual charm is lavishly irradiated
by silky aromas of candy floss and warm notes of musk, sandalwood and
patchouli.

Purity and Freshness - "Rubino" possesses a radiant white floral bouquet that
is brilliantly surrounded by bright fruity notes of melon, fresh raspberry,
mandarine and juicy bergamot. The dry-down surprises with vetiver and
accents of sandalwood and musk. A perfect fragrance composition with a
modern Italian finesse. Flacon: translucent glass, cap: maplewood

Sensuality and Elegance - "Scuro" is original and unmistakably elegant through
its sensual green and herbal notes that unite with Mediterranean accents of
juicy tangerine. Silky nuances of vetiver and sandalwood create a precious and
stylish aroma in the room which acts light and subtle. Flacon: translucent glass,
cap: maplewood

Radiation and Seduction - Opulent, Mediterranean citrus notes of juicy
grapefruit, Sicilian lemon and tangy bergamot are gently surrounded by
aldehyde and fresh oceanic notes. Floral fireworks of ylang-ylang, jasmine and
cyclamen give a radiant and fresh brilliancy. The long-lasting power of the
seductive base note is characterised by accords of white musk and fine notes
of cedar wood and santal. Flacon: velvet-covered flacon, cap: brushed
aluminium cap

Vastness and Perfection - Like sparkling champagne full of energy the
fragrance of yellow tangerine, bergamot and sun-ripened citrus fruits unite to
an overwhelming sensual lightness with the aromatic warmth of rosewood and
amber. Flacon: precious ruby glass, cap: wenge wood

Softness and Temptation - A smooth balsamic composition of spicy ginger and
exotic elemi with a citric nuance that is surrounded by gentle accents of
olibanum and amber, an incomparable infatuating scent experience. Flacon:
shiny dark brown glass, cap: multiplex dark

